
INTRODUCTION

Toaripl is one of several related dialects spoken by the Elema

people who numbep about 25,000, and who live in the coastal region of

the Gulf of Papua, from Cape Possession to the Alvel moutli of the

Purari River- S. H. Ray in Vol. Ill of the Reports of the Cambridge

Expedition to the Torres Straits gives a brief description of the gram

mar of Toaripl, together with some mention of other dialects with com

paratlve vocabularies.

People and Language The Elema are nowadays divided into two major

groups, the Western (11,000), and the Eastern (14,000), according to

whether they live to the west or east of the township of Kerema, the

centre of administration. Amongst the Western Elema Orokolo is used

nowadays as the literary language; the Eastern use Toaripl. Amongst

the Eastern Elema there are two other closely related dialects spoken;

Kalpi, found in the villages from Koaru to Silo, which dialect is called

Milareipi by Ray, and Sepoe (Ray's Lepu) . The Sepoe are a small Elema

sub tribe who live in villages towards Cape Possession.

Of the 14,000 or so Eastern Elema, more than 10,000 nowadays

speak Toaripl. Owing to it being used for literary purposes, Toaripi is

well known to people who speak the other two dialects, which to date

have had nothing published in them. Neither have they ever been used in

broadcasting from Radio Kerema, Toaripl and Orokolo being the media

used for local broadcasts. While this does not aim at being a compar

ative dictionary, Sepoe and Kalpi, together with Orokolo equivalents

are frequently listed. ( S. = Sepoe, K. = Kalpi. = Orokolo ). Many

words are the same in all three dialects. There are certain minor local

variations in vocabulary amongst the Toaripi speaking villages. These

are noted under the appropriate headings.

Tradition and Social Change In times preceding the coming of Europ

cans the people showed an artistic eminence in their pictorial art and

in their drama, as evinced by their Semese Festival, or Hevehe, to

give it its Orokolo name. Fortunately F.E.Williams has left on record

a detailed study of their drama as he saw it at Orokolo. References to
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